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ABSTRACT

Computer simulation programs are the most modern trend in electronic training systems, which aim at putting the trainee in flexible situations, imitating the actual training situations in terms of interacting with the content. It is also concerned with the proper representation of performances and with procedures that are characterized by simplicity and ease in light of specific rules and consistent with the trainee's own abilities which help to acquire the skills. Therefore, the current research aims at preparing a flexible e-training simulation model in the field of animation based on the interaction between the variable of the display speed pattern (slow-medium-fast) and the information view pattern (previous - next) and measuring the impact of interaction between them on the development of 3D animation skills for computer teachers.

The research depended on The Experimental Approach and a sample of (30) computer teachers who were distributed randomly to (6) experimental groups according to the experimental design of the research and its independent variables. The findings are that there are statistically significant differences between the means of the total scores of the Experimental Group in the skill performance which is associated with animation design skills. These differences are due to the interaction between the display speed (slow-medium-fast) and the view pattern within the flexible e-training simulation model for the group which has dealt with the fast-speed simulation model and the previous training situation. This has made the group achieve the highest grades in terms of performance skill compared to other groups.
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1. INTRODUCTION

After the tremendous progress in computer-based training (CBT), the development of e-training environments has become more important to help explain complex information and acquire skills that are difficult to acquire in actual situations due to the financial cost or human experience through designing virtual training 3D situations simulating the real-world, providing them with synchronous and asynchronous communication tools, training activities that rely on the trainee to acquire information, developing the skills and supporting his/her motivation towards training.

Simulation Programs are a modern technology used within e-training environments as one of the training with experience model to address one of the weaknesses in traditional training environments: lack of direct experience through designing multiple virtual training situations based on representing the concept of skill performance on two- and three-dimensional animation in a way which achieves the synchronization between time and speed. This approach makes the trainee reaches the maximum mental activity during his/her training and also works on developing his/her ability of self-evaluation [1].

The findings of the study of both Zacharia and Amy [2], [3], indicate the effectiveness of the 3D simulation programs in the development of skills and using them as treatment programs to raise the efficiency of trainees and highlighting their use in the fields that rely on visualization and creativity, compared to the traditional methods which are based on the role of the trainer. Simulations programs are characterized by their high level of abstraction and their ability to display the skill performance with a high degree of clarity as it reduces the processing requirements in the short-term memory.

PapaStergiou[4], has defined a set of rules and foundations necessary for writing modern training programs for teachers' training as: transforming to e-training environments and using simulation techniques, supporting trainee-centered training strategies, depending on applied simulation models to adjust training activities towards the proper practices, adopting multimedia training curriculum, satisfying the professional needs of the trainees, the flexibility in terms of the variety of options available to the trainees in terms of training requirements and choosing the type of activity, accessing training according to the specific abilities of each trainee in light of his/her own speed, affording the opportunity for trainees to interact with training situations and finally using technical advances in supporting the training such as simulations, E-training, Mobile and SMS.

The researcher believes that training programs for computer teachers should develop the aspects related to e-learning, education design, virtual learning environments design and the production of e-courses because design is one of the main basis of computer teacher specialization.
Moreover, the research of Moreno, R. & Mayer R.[5], has confirmed that 3D animation skills are difficult to perform for most e-training developers. These skills require the use of visual stimuli to explore the relationships between visual and motion communication. The findings of this research have confirmed the effectiveness of using simulation as an advanced technique for training on animation skills. The group that used simulated training was better than the group that trained with the traditional fixed screen method and the voice explanation for the trainer.

These difficulties in the design of animation may be due to some of the problems that are still ongoing and related to the reality of the work in the training institutions, which are the following: the focusing on the training content on the cognitive aspects at the expense of the technical aspects, the lack of full knowledge of the characteristics of trainees at that stage, training methods, and appropriate training activities, and not repeating their practices, increasing the number of trainees in one group during practical exercises and using the group training method which is not suitable for dealing with animation design skills.

Therefore, it may be useful to design a simulation program that supports individual training or training in small groups to develop the design skills of 3D animation.

2. RESEARCH PROBLEM

The development of virtual environments is closely relevant to the tremendous advances in the field of computer simulation. In developing these environments, it is necessary to study simulation variables that may affect trainees' perception of information and their acquisition of the skills.

The researcher has noted that most of the researches on the design of virtual environments have focused on studying only the effect of one variable of the simulation variables within virtual environments such as the research of eka [6], which focused on the variable of viewing visual and motion stimuli within the simulation programs rather than the processes of education and training. This research has concluded that there is an effect of this variable and it varies depending on the nature of the training content and training environments. Whereas the research of Mayer, et al. [7], has dealt with the speed variable in displaying visual stimuli and its effect on the perception of information and performing the skills provided through simulation programs within e-training environments. This research has concluded that the slow or fast speed affects the ability of the trainee in information processing in the short-term memory which affects the processes of analyzing the information and comprehending it.

The researcher also noted the paucity of research which dealt with the effect of the display speed variable pattern and the view variable pattern within 3D animation flexible e-training environments based on the cognitive and skill aspects of the trainees.

Therefore, the current research attempts to address other variables of the computer simulation variables, namely the display speed variable (slow-medium-fast) and the information view pattern (previous-next) within the flexible e-training simulation model and measuring the effect of interaction between them on developing the skills of 3D animation design for computer teachers.

3. RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

The research seeks to validate the following hypotheses:

1. There are no statistically significant differences at the level of (0.05) between the mean scores of the experimental groups in the skill performance relevant to animation design skills because the display speed pattern variable (slow-medium-fast) within the flexible e-training simulation model is different.

2. There are no statistically significant differences at the level of (0.05) between the mean scores of the experimental groups in the skill performance relevant to animation design skills because the view pattern variable (Previous - Next) within the flexible e-training simulation model is different.

3. There are no statistically significant differences at the level of (0.05) between the mean scores of the experimental groups in the skill performance relevant to animation design skills due to the interaction between the display speed pattern variable (slow-medium-fast) and the information view pattern (previous - next) within a flexible e-training simulation model.

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The current research uses the experimental approach to test the causal relationship between the independent and dependent variables.

The experimental design of the research

According to independent variables, the factorial experimental design (3 × 2) was used as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. The experimental design of the research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The view pattern variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The display speed pattern variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whereas:
1. The first experimental group (G1): This group uses the flexible e-training in the slow-motion simulation model and the previous view pattern at the beginning of the training situation.
2. The second experimental group (G2): This group uses the flexible e-training in the slow-motion simulation model and the next view pattern at the end of the training situation.
3. The first experimental group (G3): This group uses the flexible E-training in the medium-speed simulation model and the previous view pattern at the beginning of the training situation.
4. The second experimental group (G4): This group uses the flexible E-training in the medium-speed simulation model and the next view pattern at the end of the training situation.
5. The first experimental group (G5): This group uses the flexible E-training in the fast-speed simulation model and the previous view pattern at the beginning of the training situation.

6. The second experimental group (G6): This group uses the flexible E-training in the fast-speed simulation model and the next view pattern at the end of the training situation.

5. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND PREVIOUS STUDIES

5.1 Computer simulation programs

Computer simulation programs are the most modern trend in electronic training systems, which aim at putting the trainee in flexible situations, imitating the actual training situations in terms of interacting with the content and is concerned with the proper representation of performances and with procedures that are characterized by simplicity and ease in light of specific rules and consistent with the trainee's own abilities which help to acquire the skills [8].

The study of Les[9], has concluded that simulated electronic modeling has a positive effect on increasing satisfaction from training and acquiring skills by presenting nontraditional training situations in ways that stimulate the learner's thinking and motivate him to practice. They also reduce the time of explanation and increase the time of practical training. The trainees have the audacity to practical training and to replicate the attempts to reach the accurate performance of the skill.

Windschitl, M., & Andre, L.[10], have classified computer simulation programs in terms of the level of interaction to:

- first, motion simulation which is similar to virtual reality where tools are added to the computer so that the trainee can interact with them and at the same time allowing him to integrate into the interactive virtual environment. Second, practise simulations of phenomena which cannot be observed directly. Third, procedural simulation, which is based on 3D animation, are used to acquire performance skills in the form of several sub-skills or a series of performances to reach a specified main performance. This type of simulation does not require additional tools as it only depends on the design of a training environment that includes training situations similar to actual reality and several levels of interaction to ensure the integration of the trainee in the training situation which is the closest to the field of the current research. The trainee is asked to click on the geometry or shape category to be developed then the properties of the object and the basic variables appear where they can be controlled and adjusted as well as instant preview for that.

Animation is the most important element of the simulation. The study of Keller[11], confirmed the importance of using animated three-dimensional drawings in the development of the visual display skills from multiple angles to draw the attention of the trainee towards the important aspects, the display of dynamic models, forming the correct perceptions of abstract information which enhances training outcomes. The study of Jim [12], concluded that three-dimensional simulation forms attracting virtual environments to learn complex skills which are difficult to train on in real training environments. Ochaya [13], study showed the effectiveness of 3D animation in providing the trainees with adequate expertise to develop their skills abilities in performing the skills well through introducing technical strategies which increase the motivation of trainees for training.

Computer simulations use two types of animation[14]:

- Two-dimensional animation (Shots Animation): Graphical computer programs are used in image processing and configuring them in the form of a series of frames or shots and adding simple morphological differences between each frame and the next frame at a slow rate of at least 12 frames per second and no more than 70 frames per second which is the maximum so that the eye can accommodate the speed of motion and every frame exceeds the rate of movement from the previous one in a very simple rate and thus appear to the user as if moving through the so-called visual deception. It depends on the fact that vision stays on the retina a time estimated as one of the ten of the second after seeing it and then the mind transforms the successive images into motion.

- 3D animation: This is done through the mathematical representation of a 3D surface (length, width and depth) to produce a so-called 3D model that can be viewed from any angle. 3D animation is concerned with building a virtual world in which models interact with each other.

5.2 The average speed of the motions display in model simulation

Motion in simulation programs is one of the multimedia elements which are used to support 3D presentations that attract trainees' attention and facilitate performance processes and performing with high degree of skill in less time [8].

Moro & Mayer[5], concluded that the simulation of the display speed rate increases visual stimuli and creates relationships between the abstract and the perceptible. It also helps to perceive dynamic skills and provides a better training environment where the skills are displayed continuously and connected with each other and achieves the interaction. Motion also works on bridging the gap which the trainee suffers from in the traditional training environment as a result of the intermittent explanation of concepts and skills, which improves the perception and performance and raises the self-efficacy of the trainees. Motion increases the attention and motivation of the trainee and provides performance models. Animated displays also keep on the sequence of information within the memory of trainees which decreases the burden on the memory and makes it focus on information extraction clearly.

The results of the Eka [6], study also found that the speed the elements display within the simulation model affects the speed of information processing and that performance levels are linked to the speed of knowledge and skills display. This is supported by the Mayer et al.[7], study, which concluded that the medium average speed of the animation affects the processes of perception and learning compared to the low average speed. Rasch & Schnitz[15], believed that fast or slow motion of the animation affects positively on the process of preparing the information and processing it in the short-term memory of the trainees, while slow motion does not match the characteristics of the sensory receptors of the old trainees, which makes it very difficult to understand what is being training on.

It is clear from the above that the display speed of the simulation model is a means to display the information, to focus attention of the field of vision, to achieve the effectiveness of the display and to achieve some kind of coherence to understand the abstract performance processes, which affects the speed of knowledge and skills perception.
5.3 The information view pattern in the simulation model

The information view pattern in the simulation model is a way to organize the display of training content elements clearly, conceptually, and with a strong influence on the trainees, and to display them either verbal (audible/legible) or visually (using images, fixed and animated graphics). There are two types to provide that information: the previous view on which items are displayed at the beginning of the training situation and before the content is displayed in detail. This pattern is used with the aim of shaping the concepts of the specific subject. It achieves many advantages such as: raising the performance of trainees, increasing the ability of trainees to analyze, form and contribute to the transition of the training effect. The type is called Next-view which is displayed at the end of the training situation with the aim of organizing the knowledge structure of the trainee, linking and summarizing what they have been trained on [16],[17].

There is a difference between the results of the studies with regard to the effect of information view pattern in the simulation model on which the (next-previous) patterns are affected by many variables such as the characteristics of the trainees, the nature of the training content and the speed of the display in the simulation model. The results of Kang. 1997 study concluded that there was a difference between the group that used the previous view simulation and the group that used the next view simulation in raising the training efficiency. Barbosa [16], study confirmed the importance of the next view-information because of its effect on skills development.

The researcher considers that the current research differs from previous studies and research in terms of the nature of the training content, the target group and simulation model variables: the information view pattern and the average of the display speed motion in the development of animation design skills.

The researcher interviewed an exploratory sample of computer teachers at general education schools to identify the main difficulties which encounter them in the design of animation, which were as follows: inability to predetermine the pattern and the nature of the model to be designed, not being able to determine the starting point in the design of the animated models, the difficulty of determining the ideal ratios for the model and achieving coordination between its dimensions, the difficulty of clarifying structural features in the drawing the model , the difficulty of identifying the characteristics and physical traits of the model so that they are clear, the inability to form lines that serve as indicators of the main points in the details of the geometry, the difficulty of adjusting movements and sounds that requires more time to train students on, the inability to adjust the direction of the movement and its end, not inserting the geometry in its right place in the scene which affects the delivery of the necessary information and the difficulty of final rendering of the scene. All of which represents difficulties for the trainees and reduces their motivation for training and skills acquisition .

6. RESEARCH PROCEDURES

6.1 Developing the simulation model

After reviewing the previous studies relevant to writing training programs for skills development and educational design models, I have adopted the general model of educational design ADDIE Model to design and apply the proposed simulation programme for several reasons, including: the ADDIE model covers at all stages of the educational design in line with the system approach and the steps of systems methods (analysis-design-development-implementation-evaluation). The ADDIE Model is suitable for the nature of web-based training. It integrates the different training theories. I have also added some subtasks in line with the research variables to develop animation design skills across online training environments which simulate actual reality.

6.1.1 Analysis stage: includes the following tasks:

1. Analyzing the performance to identify the training needs.
2. Defining the training objectives for the simulation model: the overall objectives that the proposed simulation system seeks to achieve have been defined. They included skill-related objectives which were identified through the analysis of the basic and sub-skills for animation design by using task analysis method. The task analysis list was prepared in its final form (appendix 1). The objectives of the model were formulated in performance phrases that accurately determine the required change to the trainee's performances so that it can be observable and measurable.
3. Characterization of trainees: They are the research sample from 2010 graduates of the computer teacher Preparation Department in the College of Specific Education in Damietta University and those who have previous experience in dealing with animation programs and the desire to achieve professional development.
4. Analyzing the real tasks that will be trained on to improve performance
5. Identifying the correct practical steps to practice the required skills to help avoid wrong practices during the design process.
6. Identifying the elements of the proposed simulation model in line with the actual environment

6.1.2 The design stage: includes the following tasks:

1. Preparing the Simulation Model diagram: I have used the ARENA Simulation Software to analyze and model the processes. I have used it to design the simulation model as a flowchart for the elements of the simulation models: geometries, forms, materials and practical steps needed to simulate training. The ARENA program allows inputting elements in a manner that allows the simulation of systematic and random changes which occur in actual reality and the possibility of simulating changes in the programme of training. The program includes several different measurements of performance to evaluate the simulation process such as the arithmetic average of a skill performance time measurement and the average of skill performance.
2. Preparing the content of the simulation model: The training content has been determined through meetings with experts, specialists in computer and animation programs and some computer teachers. In light of this , the content elements are as follows: Shaping the lines that represent the main points in the design of the models and shapes -determining the ideal proportions of the object and the coordination between its dimensions- adjusting the geometry properties -Adding sound and motion effects and adjusting their start and end -adding cameras to the scene-adding the materials to the models- the final rendering of the scene.
3. Choosing the simulation pattern: The simulation pattern is determined by analyzing the training tasks for 3D animation design skills and the diagram design process of animation, content analysis and defining the required simulated situations that focus on acquiring the performance skills of the animation design and rendering them correctly. Therefore, the procedural simulation pattern has been chosen, which allows the trainee to follow the steps and skills of 3D animation design with motion and sound effects.

4. Preparing the scenario on which the simulation model is produced: In light of both the objectives, the training attitudes and the content analysis, the simulation model scenario could be prepared in the following method:

6.1.3 - The development stage. It includes the following:

1. Identifying the training strategy in the simulation model: A simulation strategy has been used in which situations similar to the real ones are displayed. An e-training environment has been designed that includes training situations that make the trainee actively participate in the training. The strategy was designed through a full perception of the situations similar to actual reality with all its temporal and spatial dimensions, the tools and persons used in the simulation and putting instructions to the trainee on how to start and what is required to be ready to start properly as well as putting many possibilities by the trainer so that the trainee can overcome most of the potential difficulties.

2. Employing the simulation method and that requires the following: Illustrating the purpose of the simulation model

3. Identifying the difficulties to be converted to a simulation method: Specifying the training environment to simulate-identifying the tools used in simulation-Specify the behavior to be emulated by the trainee-writing a simulation scenario-identifying the proposed alternatives from which a trainee can choose-writing feedback for correct or incorrect responses-clarifying the information available to the trainees in the simulation model


5- Designing the interaction tools in the model:
- The training content selection tool for the view: the view display pattern at the beginning of the training situation (previous view), the view display pattern at the end of the training situation (next view)
- The speed display selection tool: Three designs have been added to the rendering processes in the simulation model: first (slow speed at 16 frames per second), second (medium speed at 16 frames per second), third (fast speed at 24 frames per second)
- The dialog boxes that interact with the trainee, which are one of the most important elements in the training simulation programs. They are as follows:

6.1.4 Implementation stage:
The training media was implemented in the simulation model, which was chosen in the educational design stage through the following programs:

- Microsoft word: to prepare the text content
- Photoshop: to create sample images and static illustrations.
- 3D Studio Max: to create 3D animation models. The program is based on vector graphics or curves and creating animated geometries for websites usages. It can also deal with many types of audio files and it can control video files.
- Comtasia Studio: to analyze the real system and simulations. The program allows recording the desktop and adding effects and achieving video quality.
- Auto play media studio: It is one of the authoring programs that allows the initial production of the simulation model.

6.1.5 Evaluation stage
The proposed simulation model was presented to the research referees to verify the clarity of the content (the simulation model in the performance of the skill) and the ability to interact with the interaction tools in anticipation of the final application.

6.2 Research tools
The research tool is a performance note card to measure the performance of animation design skills and its preparation steps are as follows:

1. Identifying the overall objective of the card: The card aims to measure the performance of computer teachers – experimental groups – the animation design skills included in the proposed simulation model.
2. Determining the method of observation: the analytical method of splitting the work into its component tasks has been observed. The animation design skill performance of the study sample was observed after applying the proposed web simulation model.
3. The initial form of the card: In light of the training objectives, task analysis and training content of the simulation model, a note is designed to perform basic skills. The card in its initial form consisted of 17 basic skills. 45 sub-skills describing a clear, specific and correct performance of the trainee. Table (2) shows the steps to perform animation design skills and the value in degrees

Table 2. Shows the steps to perform the skills of animation design and the P value in degrees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Basic Skills</th>
<th>Num\ of Steps</th>
<th>The P Value in Degrees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>the design of binary shapes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Converting binary shapes into objects</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Adjust the properties of the standard geometries</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Importing geometries from external sources</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Selecting items within the scene</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Using conversion tools for items(Move - Rotate - Uniform Scale)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Determining the Pivot Point.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Dealing with items positions in the scene using the Direction system of conversion axes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Add lighting types to the</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each correct step performed by the trainee was valued by two marks. In case of an incomplete step, it was valued by one mark and in case of incorrect performance, no mark was given.

Table 3. The quantitative estimation of the note card

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance level</th>
<th>Right</th>
<th>Incomplete</th>
<th>wrong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative estimation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total score for each basic skill is calculated for all students and thus the level of skill performance is estimated.

- Card Verification: The card has been presented in its initial form to a group of specialized referees to verify the suitability of the card items for the training objectives and the accuracy of the wording of its terms and according to their opinions, the card was prepared in its final form.
- The Stability of the Card Note: the stability of the card has been calculated in the multi-referees manner on the performance of one trainee, on which three of the research specialized referees in the field of animation observe the performance of three trainees who were exposed to the training content and then calculated the coefficient of agreement on the performance of each trainee individually and by using the Cooper equation, the averaged coefficient ratio between the referees was 83.27 which means it's pretty much stable.

6.3 Choosing the research sample
The research sample consisted of (30) computer teachers in the secondary schools in Dumietta governorate who were deliberately selected through the computer supervision in the Directorate and were distributed randomly to (6) experimental groups according to the experimental design of the research and its independent variables.
7. VIEWING AND EXPLAINING THE RESULTS OF THE SKILL PERFORMANCE

The results of the skill performance of the experimental groups have been analyzed according to averages and deviations and according to the variable of display speed of the motion in the simulation model (slow/medium/fast), and the information view pattern variable (previous/Next) as follows:

7.1 The effect of the motion display speed pattern (slow-medium-fast) in the flexible E-training simulation model on the skill performance associated with animation design skills.

The results of the groups have been analyzed for the skill performance associated with the animation design skill. These results were achieved through the way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used as follows:

Table (4) shows that the average grades of students with the fast view pattern (236.84) is larger than the average grades of students with the slow view pattern (206.97), and the average grades of students with the medium view pattern (201.64).

Table (4) shows the means and standard deviations of the skill performance degrees according to the motion display speed pattern in the model simulation.

Table (5) shows the statistical significance (0.000) is less than the level of 0.05 which confirms that there is a main effect of information view pattern in the simulation model (previous / next) on the skill performance and thus H2 of the research is rejected. It means there are statistically significant differences at the level of 0.05 between the mean scores of experimental groups in related to the animation design skill. These differences are because view pattern (previous-next) within the flexible e-training simulation model is different.

7.2 The effect of the (previous / next) information view pattern within the flexible e-training simulation model on the skillful performance associated with animation design skills.

The T test was applied for independent samples. The results were as follows:

Table 6. Shows the results of the T-test for the independent sample to determine the significance of the differences between the mean scores of the students of the information view pattern (previous / next) in the performance note card for animation skills.

Table (6) shows that:
1. The mean score of the students with the previous view pattern group (487.6) is larger than the mean score of students with the next view pattern groups (268.03)
2. The statistical significance (000.0) is less than the level of specified significance (0.05), which confirms that there is a main effect of information view pattern in the simulation model (previous / next) on the skill performance and thus H2 of the research is rejected. It means there are statistically significant differences at the level of 0.05 between the mean scores of experimental groups in related to the animation design skill. These differences are because view pattern (previous-next) within the flexible e-training simulation model is different.

7.3 The effects of the interaction between the display speed variable and the variable of information view pattern.

The results of the six groups were analyzed according to the mean and standard deviations and according to the two variables: the variable of display speed (slow-medium-fast) pattern and the view pattern (previous-next), the following results were achieved:

Table 7. The arithmetic mean and standard deviation of card scores of the animation design skills note of each group according to the display speed pattern and the information view pattern in the simulation model.

Thus, H1 of the research is rejected, i.e. there are statistically significant differences at the level of (0.05) between the mean scores of experimental groups in the skill performance associated with animation design skills because the display speed pattern (slow-medium-fast) within the flexible e-training simulation model is different.

Table (7) shows that the mean score of the fast display speed pattern groups is larger than that of the previous method of information view at (252.63), followed by the medium display pattern groups at (218.05), while the slow display pattern with the next view information method ranked last at (201.42).

To determine the significance of the differences between the groups, the Two-way analysis of variance was used to measure the interaction between the research variables:
display speed pattern variable (slow-medium-fast) and the information view variable pattern (previous-next) in addition to measuring the effect of each variable on the other, table (8) shows the results of two-way analysis of the skill performance.

Table 8. The results of the Two-way analysis of variance to detect the significance of differences between the experimental groups in the skill performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sum of Square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>display speed pattern</td>
<td>1066.13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>533.065</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>Sig. at 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information view pattern</td>
<td>721.40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>721.40</td>
<td>43.17</td>
<td>Sig. at 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction between the display speed pattern and the view pattern</td>
<td>231.08</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>115.54</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>Ssig. at 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>401.11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16.71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2419.72</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using table results (8) It is clear that the calculated F of the effect of the interaction between the display speed pattern and the view pattern of the information in the simulation model has been valued (6.91). The significance level (0.000) is less than (0.05) which means that H3 is rejected, i.e. there are statistically significant differences at the level of 0.05 between the mean scores of experimental groups in the skill performance related to animation design is due to the interaction between the display speed pattern (slow-medium-fast) and the information view (previous-next) within the flexible e-training simulation model.

To find out the direction of variances and for any of the groups, the Scheffe test was used for pairwise comparisons as shown in Table 9 below:

Table 9. Shows the binary comparisons between the experimental groups resulting from the binary interaction between the display speed pattern variable (slow-medium-fast) and the (previous-next) view pattern variable of the skill performance within the simulation model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>The average difference</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G 1: Slow speed /Previous view</td>
<td>G2: Slow speed /Next view 9.07 Not Sig.</td>
<td>G3: Medium speed / Previous view 7.11 Sig.</td>
<td>G4: Medium speed / Next view 10.04 Not Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G 2: Slow speed /Next view</td>
<td>G1: Slow speed /Previous view 10.05 Sig.</td>
<td>G3: Medium speed / Previous view 8.21 Sig.</td>
<td>G4: Medium speed / Next view 12.04 Not Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G 3: Medium speed /Previous view</td>
<td>G1: Slow speed /Previous view 8.20 Sig.</td>
<td>G2: Slow speed /Next view 11.01 Not Sig.</td>
<td>G3: Medium speed / Previous view 6.22 Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G 4: Medium speed /Next view</td>
<td>G1: Slow speed /Previous view 11.53 Not Sig.</td>
<td>G2: Slow speed /Next view 13.09 Not Sig.</td>
<td>G3: Medium speed / Previous view 5.32 Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G 5: Fast /Previous view</td>
<td>G1: Slow speed /Previous view 5.21 Sig.</td>
<td>G2: Slow speed /Next view 4.80 Sig.</td>
<td>G3: Medium speed / Previous view 6.11 Sig.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (9) shows that there are statistically significant differences at the level of 0.05 between the experimental group (G5), which dealt with the fast speed simulation model and the previous view, and the other five groups for Group 5.

8. INTERPRETING RESULTS

8.1 The results related to the effect of the display speed pattern (slow-medium-fast) in the flexible e-training simulation model on the skillful performance associated with animation design skills.

The results of table (8) indicate that HIof the research is rejected as there are statistically significant differences at the level of 0.05 between the mean scores of experimental groups in the skill performance associated with animation design skills because the display speed pattern (slow-medium-fast) within the flexible e-training simulation model is different.

To determine the direction of these differences, the results of table 4 were reviewed. It was found that the largest mean score (236.84) came in favour of the Five and six Groups who were trained on the 3D simulation model with the fast display speed (24 frames per second).

This result is consistent with Mayer et al. [7], which shows that the display speed in simulations models affects the process of perception and training. Slow motion divides the understanding and perception processes, which in turn affects practicing the skill. Viewing the skills as a fast and continuous process of perception which in turn led to correct responses to the specific skills. The display speed of the simulation model in displaying the skill avoids linear display of the information or its fragmentation into separate blocks as it helps the trainees to get rid of the stress of training and to create positive emotions. In addition, the fast speed of the simulation model aimed directly at focusing on the creative mind and the practical performance of the trainee and not on the cognitive achievement that requires a balance between the amount of information provided at a specific time.

Eka [6], emphasizes that the fast display of the simulation model helps the trainees to put the new skills in an integrated way in their minds and integrate them with their previous experiences through skills building activities that include simulating the real world. The fast display leads to a good visual representation which helps the trainee to form a mental model of the skill and visually coding it, which may be difficult through slow display.
The speed display has also affected the speed of the trainees' perception of the skills presented and achieved some kind of visual symmetry for the required practical procedures. The speed of the visual representation of the skills helps to quickly process them and to establish relationships between them, while the slow display reduces the processing and handling of the information and affects the acquisition of skills especially with experienced trainees who may find it very difficult to understand what they are training at a slow speed. The fast-speed simulation model has also helped to transfer the trainees' abilities to high levels of analysis and synthesis through the speed of perception of abstract relationships between elements and the speed of tracking all levels of design in forming the models and detecting relative relationships in the shape dimensions and developing inference skills which is the opposite of the traditional hierarchy in training.

8.2 The results related to the effect of the information view pattern (previous-next) in the flexible e-Training simulation model on the skill performance associated with animation design skills.

Table (6) indicates that there are statistically significant differences at the level of 0.05 between the mean scores of the experimental groups in the note card because the view pattern (previous-next) is different in the simulation model. To determine the direction of these differences, it was clear that the largest median was for the group which were trained with the simulation model with the previous training situation (previous view situation) The mean score for them in the performance card was (487.6), while the mean of the groups trained with the simulation model at the end of the training situation (Next training situation) was (302.1).

Thus, H2 is rejected, i.e., there are statistically significant differences at the level of 0.05 between the mean scores of the experimental groups in the skill performance associated with animation design skills because the view pattern (previous-next) was different within the flexible e-training simulation model for the previous view situation.

The results of the current research are consistent with the study of both [1], [2], [12], which confirmed that the previous view in the educational situation had a positive and statistically significant effect on the skill performance of the writing skills of the English alphabet compared to the next view, which may be due to the following:

1. The previous view pattern of the 3D simulation model at the beginning of the training situation helped to elicit the previous experiences of the trainees and activate their abilities and their speed of perception of the practical applications of abstract scenarios and getting, organizing and processing the information in a realistic way
2. The 3D simulation model enables the viewing of the geometry from different angles and dynamically draw the attention of the trainees towards the important aspects, thus increasing the activity of the trainees. On the other hand, the previous presentation of the simulation model is an active training strategy aimed at increasing the motivation of the trainee and building the correct perceptions of the abstract information to improve skills [19]
3. The previous view of the information in the simulation model has helped to stimulate short-term memory for trainees, to increase their ability to encrypt information and to speed up the storage and retrieval of information in a better way in the long-term memory.

8.3 The results related to the effect of binary interaction between the variable of the display speed pattern (slow-medium-fast), and the information view pattern variable (previous-next) on the skill performance of the simulation model.

Analyzing the results related to the effect of binary interaction between the display speed pattern (slow-medium-fast) and the view pattern (previous-next) within the flexible e-training simulation model for group 5, which were trained with the fast-display speed simulation model and previous situation pattern, thus achieving the largest scores in skill performance compared to other groups. That result may be due to the following reasons:

1. The interaction between the display speed pattern (slow-medium-fast) and the pattern of view (previous-next) in the simulation model, on one hand, has helped to adjust both the cognitive abilities of trainees and on the other hand to direct their responses well towards the correct performances and training activities.
2. The previous view situation at the beginning of the fast-speed training situation in the 3D simulation model has helped the trainee to speed up the process of forming the shape of the displayed skill, good visual representation of the visual field, increase in the pattern of attention, improve cognitive functions and generates appropriate responses that have led to new skills. All of these may be difficult through the slow display of understanding the skills that are incompatible with their visual and mental coding [12], [18]. Viewing the information at the beginning of the training situation has formed virtual 3D interactive training environments based on the accuracy of reality representation and the interaction of the trainee to perform the training tasks, to achieve its objectives, to explore the skills, to realize the speed of their perception and to transfer them to the long-term memory. They have also helped navigation which generates within the trainee a sense of integration within the training environment and interacting with it through practical methods and adapting to the virtual world, which has helped to raise the skills of the trainees, to link between skills and to acquire new skills.

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

This research is intended to preparing a flexible e-training simulation model in the field of animation based on the interaction between the display speed (slow-medium-fast) and the information view pattern (Previous / Next) within the flexible e-training simulation model for the group which has dealt with the fast-speed simulation model and the previous training situation. This has made the group achieve the highest grades in terms of performance skill compared to other groups.

The interaction between the display speed pattern (slow-medium-fast) and the pattern of view (previous-next) in the simulation model, on one hand, has helped to adjust both the
cognitive abilities of trainees and on the other hand to direct their responses well towards the correct performances and training activities.

Future work can be extended to study the effect of the variable of the simulator shape on the training outputs in virtual environments and Studying the effect of the procedural simulation pattern variable on the design of the five-dimensional animation.
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